
SPaG Samurai Training 
Grammar – Active and Passive Voice
1. Identify whether the underlined part of the sentence is the subject, 

verb or object.

a) The phone ran out of charge. 

b) The clothes were washed by Dad. 

c) Oliver passed the pencil sharpener to Marie.

d) The pencil sharpener was passed back to Oliver by Marie.

e) The lion eyed the gazelle with a yearning hunger. 

2. Identify the subject of each sentence.

a) Freya gave her last sweet to Anwar.

b) The race was won by Martin in a personal best time.

c) The room was painted top to bottom by the decorator.

d) Jacob finished the novel in one day.

e) The entire village was destroyed by the forest fire.

3. Identify whether these sentences are written in the active or passive voice.

a) The unfortunate incident was referred to by Ms Holmes.

b) Your hamster just bit me. 

c) No-one responded to my request. 

d) The joey was carried in the kangaroo’s pouch. 

e) We’re going to see a film tonight. 

f) The charity shop gratefully received all of the old toys from Krishna. 

g) Gupil grabbed Jason by his sleeve.

h) Up to thirty chocolate bars a day were eaten by each class. 

i) Rosanna’s cat was tragically run over by a car. 

j) His favourite jeans had shrunk in the wash. 



SPaG Samurai Training 
Grammar – Active and Passive Voice Answers
1. Identify whether the underlined part of the sentence is the subject, verb or object.

a) The phone ran out of charge. subject

b) The clothes were washed by Dad. verb

c) Oliver passed the pencil sharpener to Marie. object

d) The pencil sharpener was passed back to Oliver by Marie. subject

e) The lion eyed the gazelle with a yearning hunger. object

2. Identify the subject of each sentence.

a) Freya gave her last sweet to Anwar. Freya

b) The race was won by Martin in a personal best time. Martin

c) The room was painted top to bottom by the decorator. the decorator

d) Jacob finished the novel in one day. Jacob

e) The entire village was destroyed by the forest fire. the forest fire

3. Identify whether these sentences are written in the active or passive voice.

a) The unfortunate incident was referred to by Ms Holmes. passive

b) Your hamster just bit me. active

c) No-one responded to my request. active

d) The joey was carried in the kangaroo’s pouch. passive

e) We’re going to see a film tonight. active

f) The charity shop gratefully received all of the old toys from Krishna. passive

g) Gupil grabbed Jason by his sleeve. active

h) Up to thirty chocolate bars a day were eaten by each class. passive

i) Rosanna’s cat was tragically run over by a car. passive

j) His favourite jeans had shrunk in the wash. passive


